West Glamorgan Infection Outbreak App Guidance Notes
Infection Prevention Control has been a key factor in managing the COVID-19
pandemic where it has helped key officers understand the levels of risk and
operational issues that older adult care homes have experienced during this time.
We have listened to your experiences and noted there is an element of duplication in
notifying the different management bodies of an infection outbreak. Currently
information is sent to Public Health Wales, local environmental health departments
and local commissioning teams at various times but with the same detail. We are
hopeful that the new functionality of the care home app will inform all concerned
once, simultaneously, thereby reducing duplication and effort.

1. Care Home User Guidelines
The following information and screenshots are to help guide you through the
submission of information that will be used to assess any infection outbreak in your
care home.
Important Note: Infection outbreak updates will need to be completed by 11am
each day that the outbreak is evident in your home.
Home screen – New button

On the home screen you will now see a new button
To start entering infection outbreak information please select Infection Outbreak.

i.

Adding new infection outbreaks.

Then on the next screen click on new outbreak

.

Stage 1
1st screen is the Outbreak details. Please complete the *mandatory fields. Press
once completed.

Stage 2
Once saved the
description and then press

will appear. Complete the summary with brief

Stage 3
Once saved the

screen will appear. Please complete some key

information on your actions taken for the outbreak then press

Stage 4
Once saved the next screen Referrals will appear. Please complete some key
information on your referrals taken for the outbreak then press save

Stage 5
Once saved a final screen called Outbreak details will appear. Please complete the
mandatory key information on your daily updates for the outbreak then press save

Important: If there are no new symptomatic or New confirmed positive numbers of
staff and/or residents then please enter 0 for each field as required.

Saving the figures once only will show the information as follows:
Please press

once only. The summary table will then be in view as shown.

Ensure only one submission per day for each infection type is completed with the
necessary updates

It is a requirement that the updates for each infection outbreak will be
completed no later than 11am each day the outbreak is still live.
Once saved, you can navigate back to your home page for the infection outbreak
using the back button on the left hand side.
Once the initial infection outbreak has been recorded it will appear on your home
page

ii.

Updating an existing Infection Outbreak

To update an existing infection outbreak you will need to select the outbreak from the
table (as shown below) and review each tab for updated information in the same way
as a new outbreak.
DO NOT add any updates as a New Outbreak.

Stage 6
the infection outbreak you need to add information to

This will open the outbreak for you to amend in the same way as outlined in stages 1
to 5.
(Note you cannot amend the original outbreak type or the original date of the
outbreak.)
The final stage would be to the daily updates.
New daily figures would be inserted into the required fields and then save update.

Once saved the screen will alter to show new updates as below

Note: All necessary regional bodies will be sent an email informing them of your
homes outbreak immediately you complete the outbreak information. This will
replace the existing contact of these bodies by separate emails and phone calls.
The Care home status will change once the alert is received by the relevant IPC
members who will assess your information and set a status. This status will then be
emailed automatically to you once set.
In certain circumstances the IPC officer may need to contact you for additional
information if they deem it necessary.
It is your responsibility to include any relevant information that will help assess your
outbreak.
Issues/Feedback from Care Home users
If you are experiencing any issues or need to bring something to our attention please
contact west.glamorgan@swansea.gov.uk in the first instance referencing IPC
notification in the subject header

2. IPC Administration User Guidelines
As an administrator of the IPC infection outbreak application you will have
permission to see and review the content for each infection outbreak from all homes
in the region.
Your view of the Infection Outbreak screen is

To review or edit the care home status you will need to select the home and the
outbreak you wish to manage.
Once selected the following screen will appear..

You will be able to navigate each tab to see the content supplied by the home for
that outbreak.

Each screen has relevant content that will help you assess the status of the home
which you will select in the admin tab.

The Admin Tab

You will need to select the status and save the status of each home based on the
information provided. You may need to contact the home for additional information.
Each officer can add their own notes independently before setting a status. This is
not a mandatory function but will help other understand the rationale behind the
status perhaps.
Note the Care homes will not be able to access your notes as they are protected by
permissions.

An email will be sent to all IPC officers nominated to look at infection outbreaks.
They will have the opportunity to add in additional notes where all will be made
aware of the new additions via email. (This is not mandatory but may be helpful)
Currently the status can be set by all IPC related officers but this will need to be
reviewed to ascertain who has ultimate authority to change the status of the home.

Once the reviewing officer has set the status – see below, an email will be sent to
the home to confirm the status of the outbreak.

Note any changes to status will be notified to the home directly and will also be
notified to the identified mail boxes of those needing to be involved in Infection
Outbreaks.
Once completed the main summary page is accessible which will reflect the change
of status the reviewing officers have noted.

Issues/Feedback from Officers
If you are experiencing any issues or need to bring something to our attention please
contact west.glamorgan@swansea.gov.uk in the first instance referencing IPC
notification in the subject header

